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THE PROFESSIONAL FOREIGNER: ASEN BALIKCI (1929-2019)1

Dina IORDANOVA

‘You see, I was an outsider. I was at the periphery. In Istanbul I was definitely a foreigner.
In Geneva- definitely a foreigner. Then going to Canada – definitely a foreigner. So, all my
life, I am a professional foreigner. That’s probably why I went into anthropology. No matter
how much you learn about a culture, you do not belong to it.’
Asen Balikci
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Balikci with his daughter Anna in Sikkim, India, 2008.

Born in Istanbul, Turkey, to a Bulgarian family – his father himself a migrant from multicultural
Macedonia (from Kastoria, a lakeside town in Northern Greece near the Albanian border) and his
mother from a Slavic settlement near the Bosphorus, left over after the population exchanges at the
end of the Ottoman empire – Balikci’s original family name was Nikolov. The father was engaged in
the fish trade around the Golden Horn, thus a ‘balikci’ (fisherman), and it is from here that his
adopted family name derives. It was a name that disguised the foreignness, a step that would make life
in Turkey easier for the son. So, from early on Asen, who was being schooled in French, was aware of
what it means to live with difference –from not be fully fluent in the majority language to knowing
the advantages of pragmatic mimicry. The context was not always friendly, and for a period the
family moved back to Bulgaria -- just to find the country embroiled in World War II and more
turbulent than Turkey – and subsequently returned to neutral Istanbul in 1944. Shortly thereafter, at
the age of 17, Asen was dispatched to Switzerland, to study economics.
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It was here, in Geneva, that his career of ‘professional foreigner’ begun. His interests in
ethnography first emerged and developed, and by the end of his stay, he had already abandoned the
original plan to return to Istanbul and take over the family business. With a friend, he had travelled to
the Atlas Mountains in Morocco and had spent time among Berber herdsmen. He was gradually
finding his sphere of interest. In the early 1950s, he moved to Canada where he worked on a
postgraduate degree in library studies and eventually obtained a job at the National Museum in
Ottawa. It was more by coincidence than conscious choice that his involvement with the native
communities of Canada’s North came about, but soon it was clear that he was expected to be trained
and specialise in the native communities of the Arctic. Funded by Canadian institutions, Balikci was
sent to pursue a doctoral degree in anthropology at Columbia University in New York City in view to
develop advanced expertise. A few years later, after finishing his studies in the early 1960s, he was
invited to start the anthropology program at the University of Montreal. By that time he had already
completed several expeditions to the North, in an around Hudson Bay.
It was in the early 1960s when the project for which he is still best known came about –
again, it was not on his initiative as he was invited to serve as consulting anthropologist and was hired
by a consortium of more senior scholars who had funding from several sources, such as the Education
Development Centre in the US, the Ford Foundation and the National Film Board of Canada. The
assignment was for him to lead the making of ethnographic films about the Netsilik communities he
had already become a specialist in; the films were to be used in a project aiming to revamp American
school curriculum and help children become conscious, from an early age, about their own
ethnocentricity and potential racist bias, and in general revamp the understanding of basic social units
and transactions. Balikci was to lead the work on the creation of visual material related to the lifestyle
of Netsilik Eskimos, and present it without any interpretative commentary – the guidance was to be
contained in teachers’ lesson plans and the other curriculum guidance that Balikci was contracted to
create separately. The project – known as MACOS (Man: A Course of Study) -- was hugely
ambitious; the intention was to generate unique ethnographic material that was to be used in primary
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education across the USA.2 This is the context in which the 21-segments, each half an hour long, of
the Netsilik series came about. It was, and remains, Balikci’s most celebrated project.

Pelly Bay’s far Northern location as indicated on this map of today’s Nunavut in Canada.

Shot in and among the small Netsilik community in Pelly Bay, the management of the project
involved key figures in anthropology and planned to profoundly influence American worldview. This
is probably the first attempt in the history of education to consciously favour the use of visual material
over print. The footage was to be presented with minimal editing and without voiceover commentary
or interpretation so as to allow young children a more intuitive grasp basic principles of humanity.

Details about the project can be found in a number of sources, including Charles Laird’s documentary
THROUGH THESE EYES (2003) as well as in the book by MACOS staffer Peter Dow’s Schoolhouse Politics:
Lessons from the Sputnik Era (Harvard UP, 1991), Balikci’s interview with Mark Turin on YouTube (2003),
the review of Jay Ruby (Anthropology as Subversive Art: A Review of Through These Eyes,’ American
Anthropologist, Vol. 107, Issue 4, pp. 684–69; available: https://www.der.org/resources/guides/anthropology-assubversive-art-jay-ruby.pdf3), and the interview by Kerim Friedman (2004; ‘Eskimos an ‘Hippie-Yippee’
Philosophy: An Interview with Asen Balikci,’ Savage Minds, 28 October 2005; available:
http://www.savageminds.org).
2
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And, for quite a few years after completion, it actually worked. The series became a cornerstone of
ethnographic film.3 It was shown in American schools, and various shortened popular versions of the
series were broadcast around the world (One of them, FIGHT FOR LIFE, which will be of interest to
the general audience at Astra, is narrated in voiceover by Balikci himself).

But while the story of the Netsilik series starts as one of triumph, subsequently it ends in
controversy as the approach is defeated by the puritan narrow-mindedness that so often manifests in
American public discourse. In the early 1970s, a campaign against MACOS was launched by John
Conlan, a Republican Senator from ‘Bible belt’ Arizona, who claimed the project was anti-American;
it was undermining Christian values and “brainwashes children with a dishonest view of man”.
Congress launched an investigation into the presence of visual anthropology works in schools;
supposedly THE NETSILIK series were showing relations and community interactions that were
subverting the dominant models of American society. There were congressional hearings; one of the
testimonies was given by Margaret Mead, Balikci’s mentor. He himself never needed to testify.

See Ruby, Jay, ‘Is an Ethnographic Film a Filmic Ethnography?’, Visual Communication, Vol. 2,
No. 2, Fall 1975.
3
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Scenes from the Netsilik Eskimo Series

Besides being sheltered as Canadian, by that time he had moved on and was working on
projects close to his heart. Balikci was shooting in Afghanistan, an expedition that resulted in his
SONS OF HAJI OMAR (1976) which we show as part of this program. He often said that
Afghanistan in the 1970s was a very different country from the one that it is being depicted as today,
backwards and controlled by Islamic fanatics or opium growers. He spoke of the Afghanis as shrewd
traders and quite modern in their views – and this is what he aimed to show in his film. This work was
cut short by the arrival of the Soviets.4
Later in his career Balikci worked on multiple other visual anthropology projects around the
world: Afghanistan, Mexico, Russia, whilst continuing to teach in Montreal. In the early 1990s, after
his retirement from UQAM he left Canada and settled in Sofia, Bulgaria, from where he continued
regularly traveling to the Himalayan Kingdom of Sikkim where his daughter, anthropologist Anna
Balikci Denjongpa, is based. Through these years he continued supervising and advising various
projects. One of these, on which he acted as an advisor – RITUAL JOURNEYS (2011), about an

These comments resonated with me at the time of the release of Khaled Hosseini’s bestselling model THE
KITE RUNNER (also adapted for the cinema) which is set in Kabul during the same period. These issues are
also tackled in the work of the British philosopher-documentarian Adam Curtis (whose work is available on
http://adamcurtisfilms.blogspot.com/ and via the BBC IPlayer).
4
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aging Himalayan shaman -- is included in this panorama.5 He also consulted on feature projects – an
example is the award-winning Bulgarian environmental allegory AGA (Milko Lazarov, 2018), which
is set in the Arctic. The NETSILIK series was restored by the National Film Board of Canada in this
millennium and is available to view, in full, on their web-site.6

CHOICES AND SOURCES
Two documentaries were made about Balikci – one by Gottingen anthropologist Rolf
Husmann, THE PROFESSIONAL FOREIGNER: ASEN BALIKCI AND VISUAL
ETHNOGRAPHY (2009) and one by Canadian Charles Laird, THROUGH THESE EYES (2004),
sponsored by the National Film Board of Canada and mainly dealing with the MACOS controversy.
Both are included in ASTRA’s programme. Each one of these films surveys the life path taken by the
anthropologist, even if from a different angle. THE PROFESSIONAL FOREIGNER follows Balikci
around the different places where he lived and worked, and is interspersed with footage from the films
he supervised – from the early work in the Arctic through his project in Afghanistan in the 1970s up
to his work among Bulgaria’s Pomak and Roma.7
For this programme I aimed to include as diverse material as possible, as I imagined this
would show the different facets and layers in Asen’s life trajectory and intellectual interests. In the
annals of anthropology he will most likely remain known for his pioneering work with the Netsilik
Eskimos. Even here I had choices to make – between segments from the original 21-part 11 hourslong ethnographic film and the narrated ‘cute’ version of FIGHT FOR LIFE: Ideally I looked to
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Several other films from this range could be seen via the Sikkim Video Archive at the Namgyal Institute of
Tibetology: http://tibetology.net/?research-projects=the-sikkim-video-archive
6
See NETSILIK: https://www.nfb.ca/subjects/indigenous-peoples-in-canada-inuit/netsilik/
7

Besides these biographical documentaries, one can find a three-hour long interview of Balikci with
anthropologist Mark Turim, recorded during a visit to Sikkim in January 2003. This has been made
available on YouTube and makes for fascinating viewing, as it is probably the most detailed account
on Balikci’s life trajectory from his early childhood in Istanbul up to the end of the 1970s.
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include both, as whilst the hard-core ethnographic film would appeal to specialists, the more popular
narrated version could reach out to wider audiences.

The cover of Rolf Husmann’s documentary The Professional Foreigner (2008).

Beyond the confines of the academic discipline, however, there are further dimensions that I
wanted to highlight. One example is his consultancy work for a recent Bulgarian feature film, AGA,
by Milko Lazarov (2018), which focused on climate change and was set in the Arctic – we have
8

invited the filmmaker to attend and share memories as part of our discussion. Another one is his
training of Himalayan Lepche cameramen in the Himalayan kingdom of Sikkim (now an Indian state)
and his supervision over films made by them, where his daughter Anna Balikci Denjongpa, also an
anthropologist, is based and engaged in Buddhist studies. He advised on a number of films, of which
we included the film RITUAL JOURNEYS (2011), focusing on the daily life of an 80 year-old local
shaman. And, of course, it was important to include his film SONS OF HADJI OMAR (1978), shot in
Afghanistan during the period preceding the Soviet invasion and subsequent radicalisation, a result of
a project that he deeply cared for.
It may well be because I mainly knew Asen in later life – he was 62 at the time I first met
him, having just retired from his position at UQAM (Universite de Quebec a Montreal) – that I seem
to have preference to those films that focus on the lives of older (wiser?) people. Such characters are
Haji Omar in the Afghani film, the shaman in the Himalayan film, but also Ephtim, the modest
Bulgarian pensioner that he follows around in A MONTH IN THE LIFE OF EPHTIM (2003). Balikci
speaks of this project as ‘ethnography of poverty’: I believe this is a film that realistically chronicles
the lives of the elderly in post-communist times and is representative not only for Bulgaria, but also in
the other countries of the region. It has the bravery to talk on a topic that is generally avoided.
For the most part, Balikci is not exactly a director/filmmaker himself – a situation that brings
us back to the old debate on cinematic ‘authorship’. He rarely held the camera himself; more often
than not he is listed not as director but either as ‘consultant’ or ‘scientific supervisor’ – so when it
comes down to the question who is actually the ‘auteur’ of these films, one realises quite clearly that
authorship is a shared category. In the early days of the Netsilik project, shot in Pelly Bay in severe
conditions, he was contractually not even allowed to hold the camera.8 Later on, he worked in

One of the cameramen at the Netsilik project, Robert M. Young, gained Balikci’s outspoken appreciation – he
describes him as a man of superior taste and visual sensibility, who, by that time, had already travelled around
the world and had produced films for National Geographic, and who elevated the Netsilik project to new
heights. Researching more on Young, I have discovered an amazing career of a filmmaker whose versatile
trajectory is similar to the versatility of Chris Marker, but who seems to be more or less forgotten today (or
waiting to be rediscovered). His incredible visual versatility and finesse is seen in his best-known film,
Alambrista (1977) but it is also known from his classical chronicle on Sicilian poverty (Children of Fate: Life
and Death in a Sicilian Family, 1962) through to a sensitive work on mental illness and creativity (William
Kurelek’s The Maze, 1969/2011).
8
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collaboration with different directors; a good representation of this approach is his voice-over
narration on FIGHT FOR LIFE. The typical approach would be that he would arm collaborators with
cameras and give them guidance, but all material was shot by the trainees or contracted camera
people.

THE BALKAN DIMENSION
Shortly after his arrival in Canada in the 1950s, Balikci had taken a job in a meatpacking
factory in Toronto and was renting a room with a Bulgarian-Macedonian family. In the evenings, after
work, he spent time writing down notes about his observations of the behaviour of people in his
surrounding, and about life in the community. It did not take long for him to turn these notes into a
study about the life habits of the Bulgarian-Macedonian community in Toronto. This was his first
ethnographic project; it was never published as a book but was mimeographed and circulated
internally to a variety of Canadian organisations, engaged with the multiculturalism and Canada’s
numerous minorities. By making his fellow-countrymen an object of an ethnographic study, he
consolidated his ‘foreignness’ standing.
Once you become a professional foreigner you remain an observer, it is impossible to
engage. It is wiser to not commit to any place or group but relate to everything and everybody with
profound equanimity. Even if coming from the Balkans, Balikci was no longer a Balkan subject; he
turned into an observer early on. He knew he was being sent to Switzerland from the Balkans to be
‘cultured’, but he soon turned this into a situation where he observed the process of ‘culturing’ and
was critical about it. One can be ‘cultured’, indeed, but he knew he was not part of it and he could
never become one of ‘them’. He thought of Western Europe as fixed, impenetrable and closed, a
culture that is there to be admired but cannot be influenced or changed, a self-absorbed lofty sphere
that one could not enter a dialogue with. As a Balkan subject, he found America much more
accommodating – its intellectual space allowed for diversity and exploration.
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His probably learned about being a professional foreigner in the early days when he went
from Istanbul to Geneva and learned that whilst he can learn about how to be ‘cultured’, he can never
be part of the West. He did not remain a typical ‘Balkan subject’ and integrated more than well, but
never knocked on locked doors and rather worked in lands where he was welcome and free.
In later life he settled in post-communist Bulgaria – a source country that had never been
his homeland until then. Here is where his sister lived, and here is where he met his wife Keti
Mircheva and they lived on a quiet leafy street in Lozenets; in the winters he sought out the milder
climate of Sikkim where his daughter Anna lived and where he engaged in advisory projects. His
expertise was barely used in Bulgaria, as anthropology was not an existing discipline. He applied
himself to occasional projects, mainly teaching visual anthropology methods to ethnic and religious
minorities like Roma and Pomaks, who were invited to chronicle their own communities. He also
made the film about Ephtim, the pensioner – as he could not help observing the plight of pensioners in
the aftermath of collapsed communism, where old age became a basic struggle for survival by
reducing oneself to a state of semi-hibernation. He kept his lifelong interest in the Balkans alive, but
he always remained a foreign observer here as well. 9

THE PROFESSIONAL COSMOPOLITAN
Being a professional foreigner was nothing bothersome nor a burden; Balikci embraced the
experience. One of the main aspects of being a professional foreigner is the cosmopolitanism. A term
that is often referenced pejoratively -- especially in countries where the dominant discourse sees more
virtue in nationalism -- the cosmopolitan attitude to life brings along deep humanism. It is based on
the premise that there are no fundamental differences between people on Earth: we are basically all
the same, we share the same basic desires and concerns, and we can perfectly transcend our different
backgrounds, beliefs and cultures and understand one another on an interpersonal level.

9

Balikci took part at Astra Film Festival on several occasions over the years.
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Balikci subscribed to this view. He is cosmopolitan par excellence. He would never trade his
humanistic independence for a dubious ‘belonging’ that would promise acceptance but would come
with strings attached. Belonging requires taking sides. The professional foreigner never does that; he
is always able to stay on top and observe on the side. He would always choose to remain free, a
profound friend to the world at large and without special preferences nor calling anyone one’s ‘own’.
His life trajectory makes for a complex story that is not easy to tell as it has too many moves,
turns, subplots and nuances. It is rich, versatile and diverse. It is the life of a professional
cosmopolitan, marked by a perennial restlessness. Being present without belonging.
A cosmopolitan moves incessantly. The centre of the world is where he happens to be. He thrives
at the confluence of multiple itineraries. The list of places where he lived is only one among his many
trajectories; it roughly consists of places like Istanbul, Geneva, Ottawa, New York City, Montreal,
Sofia – and here I am skipping some interim outposts. Then, there is another trajectory, consisting of
the areas where he worked on projects – and where, respectively, his mind was applied. This one
ranges among the vast Berber territories in the Atlas Mountains in Morocco and the herdsmen-traders
of the Afghanistan mountains, the tightly-knit Bulgarian-Macedonian community in Toronto and the
Netsilik Eskimos of Hudson Bay, the lands around Baikal Lake in Siberia, the Rhodopi Mountains in
Bulgaria, and the Eastern Himalayas below majestic Mount Kanchenjunga. And then, thirdly, there is
the intellectual trajectory of his scholarly interests: studies of desert cultures, studies of the Arctic,
studies of changing religious and ideological beliefs, studies of primitive societies and studies of
representation, studies of post-communism, studies of disappearing cultures; visual anthropology,
ethnographic film, curriculum restructuring. And more…
It is this combining of personal pursuits (a study on Bulgarians in Ontario, a study set in the
Atlas Mountains or the one in Afghanistan) with the commissioned opportunities that life offers
(cataloguing French language folklore in Quebec, being dispatched to the Arctic and becoming an
Eskimo expert) that I relate mostly to in Asen’s life. After all, my own life as an émigré scholar, has
evolved precisely around the same type of navigation – a perennial balancing act between interests
that I carry within me, that come from my past identity and background and those new horizons that
12

open up from the places where life has taken me. It is this combination that makes for the
miraculously fulfilling and diverse life of a professional cosmopolitan: a standing in life from where
there is no return.
My own life turned out in a way that made me a professional foreigner and cosmopolitan. It is
because I intensely relate to Balikci’s lifepath that I am pursuing this curatorial project. It allowed for
research and reflection, and it was a learning process that revealed the key factors behind the choices
he made. Most of all, it allowed me to analyse and admire the peaceful and purposeful way in which
he completed his days. Thank you, Asen, rest in peace.
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